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Expectations of freehand
Not enough brightness
Result is too light
Transfer spots
Uneven shadows
Technique The Frame - A fast face frame technique that can be considered a partial service

Using Color Space™ Freehand Powder Lightener to Address Freehand Mishaps
 

Here are some common freehand mishaps:

EXPECTATIONS OF FREEHAND - When to decide to use a foil and powder lightener vs. freehand 
powder lightener.
There are times when you will need more power from your Silver Powder Lightener. If the hair is 
previously colored and you need to remove more than 4 levels of the permanent hair color, you 
may need to use a regular LIFT Silver Powder Lightener with tipping techniques along with foil to 
give more power to the lift. Remember to use only up to 20 Volume with your regular powder.

NOT ENOUGH BRIGHTNESS – Processing open air or Foilyage?
The rule to powder lighteners is, “When the product is wet, it is working. When the product is dry, it 
is dead.” 
When a hairpainting powder lightening product is processed open air, the product has a chance to 
dry out and therefore stops working, your lift is compromised. The beauty of Color Space™ LIFT 
Freehand Powder Lightener is the base ingredients are Guar and Xanthan gum. The base stays 
moist and ensures a long processing time. An option is foilyage.
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Foilyage is an application technique that encapsulates your hair painting technique between 
unfolded foils. If you would like to lift from natural starting levels 4 and below, to a level 7-9 
efficiently, Foilyage technique can help with the process. 
NOTE: Leave foils unfolded because the Freehand powder lighteners are a softer texture. Creased 
foils can leave shadows in the hair.
 
RESULT IS TOO LIGHT – One reason why the result would be too light is pressing the freehand  
product through the hair too soon and eliminating the shadow that the underneath provides.

Knowing when to press the Freehand product through is important. Visuals, such as inspiration 
images can help with this. Look at the hair and see where the brightness starts on the hair and this 
is where you would start pressing product through the hair against a board or the back of your 
hand.
                
TRANSFER SPOTS - When hair painting, if we are not careful, we can create transfer spots. 

A transfer spot is when we release or lay the hair down after the freehand application, the product 
transfers onto hair we do not want to lift. 

To prevent transfer of product, make sure the product is mixed in a texture that stays intact and 
not too wet. Each manufacturer has mixing instructions that best feature their product. With Color 
Space™ LIFT Freehand Powder Lightener, you can mix 1:2 for a creamy texture or a 1:1,5 ratio for a 
heavier texture. We have a special way of mixing depending on your preference is as far as texture. 
 
Mix with a brush – Give a heavier texture to the product resembling a clay lightener. If you are
heavy handed, mix your product with a brush and use a 1:1,5 mixing ratio. 

Mix with a whisk – If you are medium to light handed, use a whisk to mix. You will achieve a light 
fluffy texture. 

Mix with the UNIMIX – The UNIMIX will give a texture that is a combination of both heavy and 
fluffy. This is the perfect texture if you paint with a lighter pressure. 

UNEVEN SHADOWS – The texture of the product, your brush/tool and the amount of pressure 
when working has everything to do with preventing shadows in the hair. Find your favorite texture 
(see above). Find the brush that works best with your texture. The Color Space™ X58 brush was 
designed by an industrial designer and our painting movements. 

The bristles on this brush are firm and tapered. This brush can deliver the right amount of product 
and feather up softly and seamlessly. Using consistent pressure when hair painting is the key to 
prevent uneven shadowed result. Practicing with your favorite texture is key to mastering 
technique.

TECHNIQUE - THE FRAME – Revisit this hairbrained Live to review this technique with Lupe.
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